2018 Officials’ Conference update:
- Award nominations were reviewed and awards will be presented at the Officials’ Conference
- Over 200 registrations received for the 2018 Officials’ Conference

Update from Track and Field Education and Training Sub Group:
- It was suggested that a communication should be sent to all TRNG secretaries to remind them to put forward lower level officials for development opportunities
- FSE pilot course will be delivered at the Officials’ Conference and will become the model that UKA will follow.

Endurance Education and Training sub group update:
- Level 4 course will be run on April 28th, 2018
- Risk Awareness online course now closed. This is now a delivered course.
- Tutor training and course rewrite for Level 1 to be discussed.

Outdoor 2018 Update:
- Athletics World Cup selections to be finalised and communicated to those selected/made themselves available for the new format (now taking place on 14th & 15th July, evening sessions)

Rule Update:
- Issues regarding some formatting issues in the new rule book was discussed.
- John Temperton will continue to manage the administration process for the Rules Advisory Group and Tim Soutar will continue as chair of Rules Advisory Group.

Records Update:
- Andrew Clatworthy provided an overview of the records that had been achieved since the last meeting. TAG recommended accepting the records which will go to the UKA Board for ratification.

Glasgow 2019 update:
- Progress going well with steering group
- There will be 6 sessions

AOB:
- TAG recommend concentric throwing circles rather than having separate ones – Long Throws guidance will be published
- A sub group have been testing a new Electronic Start System which connects to PhotoFinish and False Start systems.